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Abstract: The torque profile of a double-stator permanent magnet (PM) synchronous 

machine of 90 mm stator diameter having different rotor pole numbers as well as dual 

excitation is investigated in this paper. The analysis includes a comparative study of the 

machine’s torque and power-speed curves, static torque and inductance characteristics, 

losses and unbalanced magnetic force. The most promising flux-weakening potential is 

revealed in 13- and 7-rotor pole machines. Moreover, the machines having different 

rotor/stator (Nr/Ns) pole combinations of the form Nr = Ns ± 1 have balanced and sym-

metric static torque waveforms variation with the rotor position in contrast to the ma-

chines having Nr = Ns ± 2. Further, the inductance results of the analyzed machines re-

veal that the machines with odd rotor pole numbers have better fault-tolerant capability 

than their even rotor pole equivalents. A prototype of the developed double-stator ma-

chine having a 13-pole rotor is manufactured and tested for verification. 

Key words: fault-tolerance, mutual-and self-inductance, power, static torque and torque-

density 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 A double-stator permanent magnet machine having a modulating ring, combines the ad-

vantages of magnetic-geared machines and that of traditional PM synchronous machines in 

one integrated system. This merits include but are not limited to a high torque/power density, 

better efficiency, good thermal dissipation capability owing to the stator-mounted PMs, a wide 

operating speed range, little maintenance, and a high reliability, etc. [1] and [2]. However, the 

high cost of magnets is still a global issue for electrical machine experts. Hence, a good num-

ber of researchers have developed improved machine topologies that are free of rare-earth 

magnets, yet with competitive performance as detailed in [3] and [4].   

 The obtainable flux-focusing potential in flux-switching PM machines which is noted in 

[5] is employed in this study to have the capability of maximizing the output torque. More-

over, an exhaustive study on different topologies of electric machines ranging from its merits 

and demerits to their unique characteristics are also given in [5]. Similarly, a precise account 
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of recent developments on flux-switching PM machines is given in [6] with their various 

features. 

 Furthermore, an improved torque density of a flux-switching PM machine having multiple 

stator teeth configuration is developed and analyzed in [7] using both two- and three-dimen-

sional FEA approach in additional to a valid test result of the fabricated prototype machine. 

However, the investigated machine in [7] saturates quicker than the traditional flux-switching 

PM machine on overload condition. Similarly, the impact of design parameters on the overall 

performance of the flux-switching permanent magnet machine, which clearly shows that the 

output of the machine is dependent upon its structural geometries is presented in [8]. Simi-

larly, the feasible stator and rotor pole combinations of the flux-switching PM machine is 

detailed in [9] in addition to quantitative comparison of the effects of its rotor pole number 

and winding topology to its electromagnetic performance. Also, a comparative study of dif-

ferent optimization techniques on the geometric dimensions of the flux-switching PM machine 

is presented by Zhu in [10]. The studies in [10], recommends the use of global optimization 

techniques using a genetic algorithm approach in place of a conventional step-by-step para-

metric optimization method.  

 The state-of-art of the different kinds of flux-switching machines is presented in [11]. 

Moreover, the condition to realize symmetrically induced electromagnetic force waveforms is 

also established in [11]. A new type of a flux-switching PM machine having an E-core stator 

structure with an enhanced torque capability and reduced magnet size is proposed and ana-

lyzed in [12], with valid experimental results. Furthermore, a novel hybrid flux-switching PM 

machine which uses both direct current and alternating current sources simultaneously is 

introduced in [13], in order to enhance its flux regulation and control.  

 Although the switched flux PM machines have high inherent magnetic isolation amongst 

its phases, which increases its reliability potentials; many authors have proposed different 

flux-switching machine topologies with improved fault-tolerance, in addition to enhanced 

torque density capabilities, as reported in [14], and [15]. Furthermore, a novel, doubly salient 

PM machine having an external mounted PM rotor and capable of delivering a high output 

torque as well as improved efficiency when compared to a conventional interior permanent 

magnet (IPM) machine of the same size is proposed and compared in [16].  

 It is worth mentioning that, the flux-switching PM machine exhibits good thermal and 

flux-weakening potentials compared to most of the other permanent magnet synchronous ma-

chines, although it could be easier demagnetized than the interior permanent magnet machine 

as noted in [17] from the in-depth comparison of different kinds of permanent magnet machi-

nes. Note also that, it is cost-sensitive to use ferrite magnets in place of high-energy density 

rare earth magnets, in particular on flux-switching PM machines; however adequate pre-

caution must be taken during the design stage to avoid resultant demagnetization issues [17]. 

 Magnetically-geared machines which artfully combines the advantages of magnetic gears 

and that of PM machines are good alternatives for direct-drive applications. Basically, these 

machines utilize the gearing effect of modulated magnetic fields in generating a high torque; 

in most cases, at a low operating speed. Quite a good number of investigations have been vali-

dated on the subject of magnetically-geared machines, as evidenced in [18] and [19]. How-
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ever, this type of machine have complicated manufacturing issues owing to their complex 

structures. Further, a highly efficient, magnetically-geared PM machine with reduced PM vo-

lume is proposed in [20], by adopting a consequent pole configuration. It is verified in [21], 

that the style and placement of PMs on the stator of modulated PM machines are important in 

determining their overall performance; here a V-shaped mounted PM is proven to generate an 

output torque of about 38% higher than their equivalent I-shaped and rectangular mounted 

PMs. 

 In this paper, doubly-excited synchronous PM machines having doubly-salient and iden-

tical dual stator structures are analyzed. A comparative study of the machines with different 

pole numbers is also given. The sections in this paper are: introduction, torque characteristics, 

inductance profile, losses, efficiency and unbalanced magnetic force, experimental verification 

and conclusion. The two-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) approach is employed in 

this study. Since the developed machines have separate inner- and outer-stator windings, it 

could be operated independently in safety applications. The developed machine in this study, 

resembles the one proposed in [22]; however with great disparity in their structural geometry 

and has an opposite operating principle. Similarly, the outer stator of the developed machine 

in this paper is similar to the one of an axially joined dual stator of the machine given in [23]. 

Nevertheless, their physical stator and rotor arrangements/structures are entirely different. The 

developed machine topology is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig. 1. 3D-structure of the analyzed 

double-stator PM machine 

 

 

2. Torque characteristics 
 

 The predicted electromagnetic torque, T, of the analysed machine is expresssed as a func-

tion of fluxlinkage and inductances in Equation (1). 

  ])([5.1 qdqdqPMr IILLINT  , (1) 

where: Nr is the number of rotor poles, ψPM is the PM flux-linkage, Id, Iq and Ld, Lq are the 

direct and quadrature-axis currents and inductances, respectively [5]. 

 The radial air-gap flux densities of the analyzed machines on open-circuit condition is 

shown in Fig. 2. It could be seen that, the developed machines have similar flux density 

waveforms with peak-to-peak values of about 2 T. Similarly, the flux line distributions as well 

as the flux density maps of the compared machines on no-load condition are displayed in 
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Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. It should be noted that, flux per pole decreases as the pole number 

of the machines increases. Moreover, visible magnetic saturations are seen on the inner and 

outer stator teeth of the machines compared to other parts of the machines, likely due to their 

proximity to air-gap magnetic fields. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the air-gap flux 

densities of the developed machines 

 

  

(a) 4-rotor pole 

 

(b) 5-rotor pole 

 

  

(c) 7-rotor pole (d) 8-rotor pole 

Fig. 3. Open circuit field distributions of analyzed machines at d-axis rotor position 
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(b) 5-rotor pole 

 

  

(c) 7-rotor pole (d) 8-rotor pole 

Fig. 4. Open circuit flux densities of the analyzed machines at d-axis rotor position 

 

 The static torque variations of the machines with rotor position are shown in Fig. 5. The 

results show that, the machines having odd rotor pole numbers have balanced and symmetrical 

static torque waveforms unlike their even rotor pole counterparts, whose static torque wave-

forms are both asymmetric and unbalanced in relations to the rotor position. Also, it is ob-

served that, the waveforms are sensitive to load, with positive rise on increasing current. The 

predicted static torque is obtained by injecting direct-current (DC) to the three-phase windings 

of the machine using a star-connection technique such that the inputted phase B and phase C 

currents are equivalent to negative half of the current flowing in the phase A winding, i.e.: 

  IIa  , (2) 

  III cb 5.0 , (3) 
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where: Ia, Ib, and Ic are the phase A, B and C currents, I is the magnitude of the applied DC 

current. 
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(a) 4-rotor pole 
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(b) 5-rotor pole  
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(c) 7-rotor pole  
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(d) 8-rotor pole  

Fig. 5. Variation of static torque with rotor position, Ia = I (A), and Ib = Ic = –0.5I (A) 

 

 The torque-speed and power-speed envelops of the analyzed machines over the whole 

speed range are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The computation was conducted at the maximum 

current and at a voltage of 15 A and of 22.9 V, respectively.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of torque-speed 

characteristics, (Vdc = 22.9 V, Imax = 15 A) 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of power-speed characteristics, 

(Vdc = 22.9 V, Imax = 15 A) 

 

 

3. Inductance profile 
 

 The self- and mutual-inductances of the developed machines are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9, 

respectively. It should be noted that, the self-inductances of the analyzed machines are es-

sentially similar in magnitude, except for their varying shapes on rotor positions.  
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Fig. 8. Comparison of self-inductance 

 with rotor position, I = 15 A 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of mutual-inductance 

with rotor position, I = 15 A 

 Similarly, the mutual-inductance of the machines having Nr = Ns ± 1 and Nr =Ns ± 2 have 

negative and positive values, respectively. Moreover, the low value of the mutual inductance 

seen in the odd-rotor pole machines indicates that they are more suited for fault-tolerant 

applications, since they have a relatively very low magnetic coupling between their phases as 
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pointed by [24]. Further, the values of direct- and quadrature-axis inductances of the machines 

are listed in Table 1. Note also that, the developed machines have negligible reluctance torque 

as seen from their near unity saliency ratios, since their d- and q-axis inductances are similar 

in magnitude as seen in Table 1.The computed self- and mutual-inductances are represented 

by Equations (4) and (5), respectively. 

  IL PMaaaa /)(  , (4) 

  IM PMabab /)(  , (5) 

where: ψaa is the resultant flux-linkage in the phase A winding contributed by permanent mag-

nets and the supplied phase A current, ψab is the obtained flux-linkage in the phase A winding 

contributed by permanent magnets and currents from the phase B windings, ψPM is the no-load 

flux-linkage obtained from permanent magnets, I is the supplied current, Laa and Mab are the 

self- and mutual-inductances, respectively. 

 Moreover, other performance index of the analyzed machines, ranging from torque den-

sity, flux-weakening potential to efficiency characteristics are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Parameters of the analyzed machines 

Parameter Value 

Rotor pole number, Nr 4 5 7 8 

D-axis inductance, Ld (mH) 0.181 0.317 0.341 0.204 

Q-axis inductance, Lq (mH) 0.241 0.303 0.340 0.210 

Saliency ratio, Lq /Ld 1.33 0.96 0.997 1.03 

PM flux (mWb) 7.41 9.63 9.27 6.15 

Kfw 0.37 0.49 0.55 0.49 

Base speed (rpm) 6800 4100 3000 3900 

Maximum speed (rpm) 11600 8800 7500 8900 

Maximum speed/base speed 1.7 2.15 2.5 2.28 

Maximum torque (N·m) 0.66 1.07 1.43 1.10 

Maximum power (W) 507.80 508.97 509.42 509.03 

Self-inductance, Laa (mH) 0.226 0.195 0.213 0.273 

Mutual-inductance, Mab (mH) 0.06 –0.09 –0.097 0.07 

Mab/Laa 0.2655 –0.462 –0.455 0.256 

Torque density (kN·m/m3) 8.49 14.54 19.12 14.31 

Efficiency (%) 88.49 93.58 93.48 90.25 

 

4. Losses, efficiency and unbalanced magnetic force 
 

 The FEA predicted stator and rotor losses in this study are calculated using the classical 

Steinmetz loss equation given in (6). It should be noted that, the rotational losses such as the 
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windage loss and frictional loss in the bearings are neglected in this study since we employed 

the time-stepping 2D-FEA approach instead of the 3D-FEA due to time-constraint. However, 

the mechanical output power of the analyzed machine is calculated as a function of the rota-

tional speed, N (rad/sec) and the average electromagnetic torque, T (N·m) as seen in Equa-

tion (7) under a fixed copper loss condition of 30 W. Moreover, the FEA predicted eddy cur-

rent losses in the magnets of the investigated machine at varying speed is shown in Fig. 10a. 

The PM eddy current loss in the analyzed double-stator flux-switching PM machine could be 

mitigated by adopting the recommended magnet segmentation method proposed in [25]. Simi-

larly, the comparison of the total core losses consisting of both the stator core and rotor core 

losses of the analyzed machines are depicted in Fig. 10b. Further, a comparison of the pre-

dicted losses at a rated current of 15 A and a rotor speed of 4000 rpm, respectively is shown in 

Fig. 11. 

 Furthermore, the FEA predicted values of the efficiencies at different rotor speed are 

enumerated in Table 2.  

  25.12
loss )()( fBKfBKfBKP mcmemh  , (6) 

where: Bm is the maximum value of the magnetic flux density, f is the frequency, Kh, Ke, and 

Kc are the loss coefficients for hysteresis, excess and eddy current losses, respectively. 

Similarly, the efficiency of the machine is given as: 

  %100
)2(

2

losses magnetcorecopperout

out

PPPNT

NT

P

P










 , (7) 

where: Pout is the mechanical output (W), T is the average torque (N·m), N is the rotational 

speed (rad/s), Pcore, Pmagnet and Pcopper are the total core loss, PM eddy current loss and cop-

per loss, respectively. 
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(a) Permanent magnet eddy current loss 
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(b) Total core loss  

Fig. 10. Variation of losses with rotor speed, copper loss = 30 W 

 

 The plots of unbalanced magnetic force (UMF) in both x- and y-axis directions on the rotor 

as well as the magnitude of its UMF variation over different rotor positions is displayed in 

Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. It is obvious from Figs. 12 and 13 that, the developed machines 
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having the odd-number of rotor poles exhibit large unbalanced magnetic force (UMF) on the 

rotor. This UMF effect is significantly high in the compared 5-rotor pole and 7-rotor pole ma-

chines compared to the ones of higher rotor poles. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of losses 

at 4000 rpm, current = 15 A 
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(b) 10 A  

Fig. 12. Variation of unbalanced magnetic force 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of unbalanced 

magnetic force, current = 15 A 
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Table 2. FEA values of efficiency at different speed 

Speed 

(rpm) 

Efficiency 

4-rotor pole 5-rotor pole 7-rotor pole 8-rotor pole 

400 65.00 76.13 80.60 75.53 

800 78.05 86.02 88.65 85.04 

1200 83.28 89.72 91.41 88.28 

1600 85.87 91.52 92.63 89.62 

2000 87.26 92.51 93.21 90.15 

2400 88.01 93.08 93.44 90.25 

2800 88.37 93.39 93.48 90.12 

3200 88.49 93.54 93.40 89.83 

3600 88.44 93.58 93.24 89.45 

4000 88.28 93.55 93.03 89.01 

 

 Further, [26] clearly pointed out that unbalanced magnetic force will act on the rotor of  

a given electric machine whose stator and rotor poles have an integer difference of 1, due to 

the eccentric nature of the rotor of such machine configuration in addition to its asymmetric 

magnetic features. Further analysis on the UMF effect resulting from rotor eccentricity is in-

vestigated and confirmed in [27]. 

 

 

5. Test results 
 

 The fabricated double-stator PM machine is shown in Fig. 14, which consists of the as-

sembled inner and outer stators, in addition to the 13-pole cup-rotor modulating steel ring. In 

order to save cost, we manufactured one prototype having a 13-rotor pole, since an extended 

study shows that it has the best torque performance as depicted in Fig. 6.  

 The experimental set-up of the prototype machine for the static test measurements is 

shown in Fig. 14c. The measured values of the induced electromotive force are displayed in 

Fig. 15. Similarly, the static torque waveforms of the measured results are compared with the 

predicted FEA results in Fig. 16 showing good match. An error difference of about 12% is 

recorded between the measured and predicted static torque results, due to manufacturing im-

perfections.  

 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

 Torque performance of double-stator PM machines having dual excitations as well as 

doubly-salient stator structures with particular reference to their varying rotor pole numbers 

are investigated. 
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(a) Coupled inner  

and outer stator 

(b) 13-pole rotor 

 

(c) Test rig of the prototype 

 

Fig. 14. Manufactured double-stator PM machine 

 

 

 

(a) Inner stator back-EMF 

 

(b) Outer stator back-EMF 

 

(c) Total back-EMF of series connected inner and outer stators 

Fig. 15. Tested back-EMF results of the prototype, 2 V/div, at 400 rpm 
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Fig. 16. Comparison of static torque with 

different   load  current  of  the  prototype 

(Ia = 2Ib = 2Ic) 

 

 The analysis shows that the 13- and 7-rotor pole machines have the best flux-weakening 

potential amongst the analyzed machines, due to their higher ratio of maximum speed to base 

speed value and a high flux-weakening factor; this is quite desirable in traction applications. 

Furthermore, it is observed that the odd-rotor pole machines are the most suitable candidates 

for fault-tolerant applications, owing to their very low magnetic coupling and reasonable self-

inductance values. The analyses are validated by experiments with agreeable results. 
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